This paper presents a novel application of circular domain features calculation based condition monitoring method for low rotational speed slewing bearing. The method employs data reduction process using piecewise aggregate approximation (PAA) to detect frequency alteration in the bearing signal when the fault occurs. From the processed data, circular domain features such as circular mean, circular variance, circular skewness and circular kurtosis are calculated and monitored. It is shown that the slight changes of bearing condition during operation can be identified more clearly in circular domain analysis compared to time domain analysis and other advanced signal processing methods such as wavelet decomposition and empirical mode decomposition (EMD) allowing the engineer to better schedule the maintenance work. Four circular domain features were shown to consistently and clearly identify the onset (initiation) of fault from the peak feature value which is not clearly observable in time domain features. The application of the method is demonstrated with simulated data, laboratory slewing bearing data and industrial bearing data from Coal Bridge Reclaimer used in a local steel mill. 
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Introduction
Slewing bearing is a subgroup of rolling element bearing commonly used in large industrial machineries such as turntable, steel mill cranes, offshore cranes, rotatable trolley, excavators, reclaimers, stackers, swing shovels, and ladle cars. They typically support high axial and high radial load. Slewing bearings are often critical production part. An unplanned downtime when a bearing breaks down can be very expensive due to the loss of production. Moreover as replacement of large slewing bearing can take several months to arrive due to long manufacturing and delivery time, plants often carry spare bearing to guard against these unforeseen circumstances adding an extra cost. In order to prevent unplanned downtime, a condition monitoring and prognosis method is needed.
Although there is no existing standard criterion for speed classification of rotating machinery, some published literatures mentioned that the rotating speed below than 600 rpm is categorized as low rotating speed machinery [1] [2] [3] . According to ISO 2372 which mentions that the classifications of vibration velocity severity covers machines with rotational speeds ranging from 600 to 1200 rpm and [4] mentioned that speed greater than 600 rpm is high speed machinery, thus in this paper the rolling bearing run at speed greater than 600 rpm is considered typical rolling bearing.
There have been extensive study of vibration analyses and features extractions for condition monitoring, fault diagnosis and prognosis of typical rolling bearing [5] [6] [7] [8] and the results shown these techniques can effectively monitor the changes of bearing condition. In typical rolling bearing, once a fault is initiated the bearing can deteriorate rapidly within few hundreds/thousands revolutions and result in changes of vibration within very short time from the onset of the fault [8] .
Thus in this case the use of features extraction methods such as time domain and frequency domain features calculation is effective to distinguish the bearing condition. However, the methods and features suitable for one directional typical rotating bearing cannot be applied effectively for identifying the abnormal condition of low rotational speed bearing [2] especially in extremely low rotational speed (≈ 1 rpm) slewing bearing [9] . This is due to the low impact energy emission from the rotating elements contact with a defect spot might not show an obvious change in vibration signature correspond to the bearing damage condition and thus become hardly detectable with conventional vibration analysis [10] . Moreover the bearing signal is also deeply masked by the background noise. Therefore, although time domain features [5] [6] [7] [8] are extracted from the signal where the noise is dominant, the onset of bearing fault is still undetectable [9] . Eventually the amplitude is greater than the background noise, but by that stage features value will have increased substantially signifying that significant change of bearing condition has already occurred. Often by this stage the bearing condition is already close to unsustainable operation or near to failure.
To overcome the problem and prevent the sudden breakdown from occurring, alternative features which are able to identify the incipient fault is needed. This paper presents a novel application of circular domain features calculation based condition monitoring method for low rotational speed slewing bearing. In contrast to the previous angle and cyclic domain analysis discussed in §2, this paper employed circular analysis to extract the circular domain features. Circular analysis is a subclass of statistic where it is different to general time domain statistical analysis. In circular analysis the statistical features such as mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis are calculated from the data distributed in circular domain or angular domain. Circular features were initially introduced in biological and medical science fields [11] [12] [13] . This paper combines piecewise aggregate approximation (PAA) data reduction process and circular features calculation (inspired by Berens [13] ) as the monitored variables. The paper demonstrates the efficiency of the proposed method in detecting the onset of slewing reversible bearing fault. Reversible slewing bearing alternately rotates in clockwise rotation and anti-clockwise directions. The general steps of the proposed method are illustrated in Fig. 1 . The method consist of three main steps: (i) reduction of the vibration data using PAA process and construction of neighborhood correlation plot of the reduced data, (ii) determination of the shape of the neighborhood plot using ellipse least-square fitting for pattern classification and (iii) plot the distribution of the ellipse shape in angular domain, and calculation of the circular domain features (in the paper, bearing data between February to August 2007 was used as the test case). The detail description of Fig. 1 especially the signals output between the boxes from original vibration signal to ellipsoid pattern classification is presented in §4.6. The proposed method is compared to time domain features and advanced signal processing methods such as wavelet decomposition and empirical mode decomposition (EMD).
The paper is organized as follow: §2 reviews angular resampling method's application in rotating machinery; §3 presents the comparable advanced signal processing methods: the wavelet transform and the EMD method combined with statistical features; §4 discusses the theory and the merits of PAA method as slewing bearing signal processing tool, verification of PAA to identify frequency changes using simulated data, the application of PAA on vibration data, direct ellipse least-square fit classification, monitoring of faulty slewing bearing condition using PAA process, and detail signal processing flow process from original slewing bearing vibration signal to ellipsoid pattern classification; §5 presents the circular feature analysis including circular domain transformation, circular features calculation, and application of circular features on laboratory slewing bearing based PAA result; and §6 presents the discussion and the conclusions of the works. 
Angular Resampling
Angular resampling is a useful signal processing methodology in vibration analysis which has been proven to work well in rotational machineries with variational speed. Ref. [14] is the first known attempt to use angular resampling by means of angle domain analysis. The paper demonstrated the different results obtained from simulated sinusoidal signal sampled at time domain and angular domain. Moreover, the sinusoidal signal is simulated with impulse signal which represent the bearing fault and varying speed using mathematical function. It is shown that the simulated fault is clearly identified in angular domain analysis even though the speed changes.
Many researchers have used angular resampling to perform order domain analysis or order tracking method [15, 16] . Unlike frequency domain analysis which reveals the dominant frequency content of the vibration signal, the order domain analysis or order tracking method calculates multiples running speed content of the variable shaft rotation. Fyfe et al. [15] stated that speed-related vibrations can be identified easily using order tracking method. The authors presented the two existing order tracking methods namely: conventional order tracking and computed order tracking.
The conventional order tracking employed special instrumentations such as ratio synthesizer and anti-aliasing tracking filter to sample directly the analog vibration signal at constant increment angle (i.e. Δθ). Computed order tracking method resamples the acquired discrete vibration data sampled at uniform Δt into a constant angular increments, Δθ. Once a specified block of data sampled at constant Δθ (angle domain samples) from both methods has been obtained, the order spectrum is computed using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Moreover, the effect of various factors on the accuracy of the computed order tracking method was investigated. However, the data used for computing the order tracking is the simulation data generated from run-up simulation model instead of actual data. An extended work of the two previous order tracking methods described in [15] was proposed by Bosssley et al. [16] . The focus of these works was in the assessment of the accuracy of the three different order tracking methods: conventional order tracking, computed order tracking and hybrid of the two. The methods were applied in simulation vibration signals produced from a power station gas turbine shaft.
Case studies where angular resampling has been applied include rolling element bearing [17, 18] , gearbox [19] [20] [21] , wind turbine [22, 23] and induction motor [24] analyses. The angular resampling application in [19] used the acceleration signals directly without the need for an encoder signal. The resampling algorithms developed in the above published literatures [19] [20] [21] are applicable for small speed fluctuation cases. Ref. [22] offered an improved angular resampling algorithm for variable speed machineries such as wind turbine. A recent and promising method for natural roller bearing fault detection based on instantaneous angular speed measurement has been presented by Renaudin et al. [18] . The instantaneous angular speed measurement with a true angular sampling is carried out using magnetic and optical encoders. The instantaneous angular speed measures the kinematics of the device using the principle of pulsed timing method. This study proved that instantaneous angular speed exhibits small periodic fluctuations in the angular frequency domain when spalled damage has occurred.
The application of angular resampling in 'slewing bearing' has been considered in 1990 [25] as an internal steel metal making company report. However, the report only presented the theoretical analysis without any example in real case. To date, there are limited literatures that discuss the application of angular resampling in slewing bearing case. 
Wavelet Transform
Wavelet transform decomposes non-stationary input signal into a linear combination of a timescale unit. It decomposes original signal and organizes it into several signal components according to the translation of the mother wavelet (or wavelet basis function), which changes the scale and shows the transition of each frequency component [27] . In this paper, multilevel one-dimensional wavelet decomposition is utilized. Previous study employed wavelet decomposition for fault diagnosis of induction motor using transient stator current signal [28] . A review of wavelet transform has been presented by Feng et al. [29] . In wavelet decomposition, the input signal is basically decomposed into two coefficients. The input signal that passes through the low-pass filter becomes the 'approximation coefficient' and the input signal which passes through the high-pass filter becomes the 'detail coefficient.' Since the low-frequency content is the most important part, the 'approximate coefficient' is passed to the next wavelet decomposition loop in multilevel wavelet decomposition process. 
Empirical Mode Decomposition
EMD [30] has been shown to be adaptable in applications where the signal is non-stationary (e.g.
Braun and Feldman [31] In condition monitoring of rolling bearing, EMD is used to reveal the frequency content of vibration signal by decomposing the original signal into several IMFs in order to determine whether the bearing signal has specific frequency content corresponds to the bearing fault frequencies or not.
A bearing fault such as outer race, inner race or rolling element fault has occurred when one of the IMF frequencies is identical to one of the bearing fault frequencies (for example as shown in Table   1 ) [34] .
Similar to the proposed method and two previous comparison methods, EMD is used in slewing bearing signal to identify the onset of bearing fault. The selected EMD results of slewing bearing data acquired on March 1, May 25 and August 30 are presented in Table 2 , 3 and 4, respectively.
Since the low frequencies components are of utmost important in low speed slewing bearing, the summation of these low IMF frequencies is used as the input signal in the features calculation step (Fig. 3) . The resulting features calculation is then plotted in Fig. 17 as additional comparison. with N number of data points is divided into w window of equal size termed ′frames′. The mean value of the data in each frame and the vector of these mean values becomes the reduced data representation or PAA result. The mean value of data in one frame is given as follow:
The PAA result of Eq. (1) is the vector x = (x 1 , x 2 , …, x n ). One cycle of sinusoidal signal and the reduced data representation are shown in Fig. 4 . In the next step, the PAA result is used as processed data to identify the frequency alteration. The saved vibration data obtained from extremely low rotating speed bearing (≈ 1 rpm) acquired at certain sampling rate over one minute or more requires the data reduction process. In this study, PAA data processing is used to reduce the saved data but still can extract the high frequency component from short-duration signal (1 second) making it suitable in the present analysis where slewing bearing signal were sampled few times over long-duration each day during the months long experiment duration. The high frequency signal indicates the presence of fault initiation. The more high frequency component identified in one data set indicates that the bearing condition deteriorates further.
In addition, when slewing bearing condition is normal, the bearing vibration signal amplitude is much lower than the background noise amplitude. As bearing condition deteriorates and the onset of damage has occurred, the bearing signal amplitude will increase although may still be below than the background noise amplitude. Therefore, if time-domain features are calculated from this signal, the feature values are still indistinguishable to normal condition bearing feature values. When bearing condition is close to unsustainable operation, the bearing signal become stronger and after some time the signal will be greater than the background noise. At this stage the time-domain features will be more sensitive. With PAA method combined with circular-domain features calculation, the onset of damage can be identified allowing preventive maintenance to be planned.
Identification of Frequency Alteration from the Shift of the Ellipsoid Orientation
The question regarding the application of PAA is how frequency alteration is detected. This is 
Application in Real Case
Slewing bearing data from two different sources were used as the test case data.
Lab Slewing Bearing Rig
The first data used in this paper was acquired from slewing bearing test-rig. The test-rig can be operated at 1 to 12 rpm. The test-rig was designed to simulate the real working conditions of a steel making company. There are four real working conditions considered in the design of the test-rig: (1) The test-rig is designed to operate between 1 to 12 rpm rotational speed typical of operational speed 
Coal Bridge Reclaimer
Industrial bearing data used in this paper was acquired from slewing bearing used in a Coal Bridge
Reclaimer. The bearing usually rotates at approximately 4.5rpm. Type of slewing bearing used is Rothe Erde 4.3m diameter. The accelerometers employed were IMI512, 500mV/g ICP type piezos. 
PAA Application in Lab Slewing Bearing Rig and Coal Bridge Reclaimer Data
PAA data reduction process with w = 32 and 16 were used in processing the lab slewing bearing data and the reclaimer data. The result is plotted in neighborhood correlation plot, x(n+1) against Because the low amplitude of bearing signal is associated with good bearing condition, when the bearing is in good condition the bearing signal is very weak and deeply masked by the background noise.
To demonstrate the effect of the change of bearing signal magnitude, another simulated signal is produced as shown in Fig. 11 . The 5Hz frequency signal is sampled with sampling frequency identical to the sampling frequency of lab slewing bearing rig data i.e. 4880Hz for 2sec. The first one second signal contains the sinusoidal signal plus white noise where the amplitude of sinusoidal signal is greater than the amplitude of white noise shown with blue signal, and the last one second simulates the weak 5 Hz signal deeply buried in white noise ( Fig. 11(a) ) shown in red. Window size of 40 was used for each type of signal resulting in 122 segments. Plot of the 122 reduced data in the form of neighborhood correlations plot, x(n+1) against x(n). The data is scattered in right ellipsoid orientation as shown in the left plot in Fig. 11(b) .
When the amplitude of background noise is larger than the bearing signal, the data is scattered in circular formation. This demonstration illustrates the application of neighborhood correlation plot for bearing signal detection. An amplitude ratio denoted Fig. 9 was computed by V RMS /A RMS , where V RMS is the root mean square of vibration signal amplitude and N RMS is the root mean square of white noise amplitude. The green color signal is the PAA reduced data.
Ellipse Least-Square Fitting Method for PAA Results
The right or left ellipsoid oriented patterns presented in Figs. 5-8 only occur in pure sinusoidal signal. In practice, the PAA result or data reduced representation is scattered in neighborhood correlation plots as shown in Fig. 10 . Even though the PPA result is scattered but it still has ellipsoid outline. Thus, to establish the ellipsoid outline curve from the scattered data, direct least-square ellipse fitting method [37] is used. The method [37] has high computational efficiency compared to conventional ellipse fitting method [38, 39] [40] .
In many articles on ellipse fitting method, the different is only in the constraint applied to the parameter vector p in order to avoid the trivial solution p = 0 6 (e.g Refs. [38, 39] ).These constraints are either linear or quadratic. If the constraint set on the parameter vector is quadratic, the minimization of Eq. (3) can be solved using one of least-square methods such as Tikhonov regularization by considering rank-deficient generalized eigenvalue system [41] :
T is called the design matrix and C is the matrix that expresses the constraint. In direct ellipse-specific fitting method [37] , the quadratic constraint of 4ac -b 2 = 1 is employed. This constraint can be expressed in the matrix form [37] , the following quadratic equation is obtained
This may be rewritten as
where S is the scatter matrix D T D. This system can be solved by considering the generalized eigenvectors of (7). If (λ i , u i ) solves (7), then so does (λ i , μu i ) for any μ and thus from (8) 
Finally, setting
We note that the solution of the eigensystem (7) yields six eigenvalue-eigenvector pairs (λ i , u i ).
Each of these pairs (λ i , u i ) gives rise to a local minimum if the term under the square root of (9) To calculate features in circular domain the processed data using PAA should be transformed first into angular domain. The purpose is to identify the changes of bearing condition, particularly to identify the presence of high frequency signal component due to the contact between rolling element and defect spot within a definite sampling period e.g. one second (≈ 6 degree of rotation)
for bearing run at 1rpm. In practice, the slewing bearing rotates in reversible mode at predefined span β e.g. 
where α is the angular scale in radians. Alternative straight forward method to transform time vector, ) ,..., .
Noted that Eq. (12) computes the entire linear vector (time domain) and converted into angular vector (circular domain). In this paper, α is calculated according to PAA result (each sample of occurrence). Therefore, the new vector of α is ) , . . , , ( 
Circular Features Calculation
To apply circular features calculation, the second at which class ′1′ orientation occurs is recorded.
The time occurrence is transformed into angular dimension α using Eq. (12).
Circular mean and mean resultant vector:
The mean of vector α cannot be estimated using simple linear averaging data points. Since α is in angular directions, α are initially transformed to unit vectors in the two-dimensional plane by
where r is the radius of two-dimensional circular plane and 1 = r is used in this paper. This is illustrated in Fig. 15(b) , where all data points, α (occurrences) marked by blue circles lie on the unit sphere. As indicated further in Fig. 15(b) , the x-coordinate of a point 
Resultant vector length:
The length of the mean resultant vector is a fundamental quantity for the measurement of circular spread in circular domain [13] . The more concentrated the data sample is around the mean direction. The resultant vector length is estimated by
Circular variance:
The circular variance is closely related to the length of the mean resultant vector. It is defined as
Moreover [13] mentioned the different between the variance on a linear scale and the circular variance. The circular variance is bounded within the interval [0, 1]. It indicates the spread of a data set. If all samples point lies on the angular scale with the same direction, the resultant vector will have length close to 1 and the circular variance will correspondingly be small. If the samples spread out evenly around the circle, the resultant vector will have length close to ′0′ and the circular variance will be close to maximal.
Circular skewness:
As the third order statistical moments, circular skewness measures the symmetry of distribution data with respect to the circular mean. It can be calculated as follows [11] ( )
Circular kurtosis:
Similar to time domain kurtosis, circular kurtosis measure the degree of spread of the distribution around the peak. Kurtosis indicates the condition of bearing and provides potential damage detections at an earlier stage. When defects impact rolling element parts, it produces responsive signal that has probability density sharper than a normal condition [43] . Circular kurtosis can be estimated as [11] ( )
A large positive sample value of k close to one indicates a sharp distribution. Circular kurtosis value will increase when the class ′1′ ellipsoid orientation occurs more frequently and data is distributed uniformly in circular domain. On the contrary, kurtosis value will decrease when the data is few and distributed randomly. This makes the onset of bearing fault can be identified using circular kurtosis coupled with PAA data reduction method in slewing bearing case.
Application of Circular Features on Laboratory Slewing Bearing Data Based PAA Result
To get clearer detection of bearing condition, the ellipsoid classification is considered as bearing signal feature and presented in circular domain. In order to determine whether the shift is isolated instances or not, the ellipsoid orientation classification is conducted every second (≈ 6 deg) for one Since the proper window size is important in the detection of the frequency alteration, in this study we investigate the effect of different window size. In order to obtain the same data points in one frame, the window size should be the member of the factorials of sampling rate. In this study, the sampling rate is 4880 and thus the window size should be the member of the factorials of 4880. Table 5 . It can be seen from Table 5 for window size of 8, the shifting factor is greater than 2 for frequency less than 150Hz. On the contrary, the shifting factor is less than 2 for frequency greater than 150Hz. The clearer illustration is shown in Fig. 18 . This condition is proved by the FFT result of May 25 as shown in Fig. 19 , where the frequency of approximately 145 Hz is clearly shown. This frequency is much higher than the bearing fault frequencies presented in Table   5 . We assumed that this frequency triggers the ellipsoid shifting orientation detected by PAA result. Table 5 The effect of different window size on different unknown frequencies. Table 6 and Table 7 . The performance comparison is based on two key questions with regard to advanced and effective condition monitoring method for slewing bearing:
(1) Can the method identify the onset of bearing fault?
(2) Can the method present the progressive deterioration from the onset of bearing damage to the complete failure?
For question (1) , it can be seen from Fig. 17 that the features of the proposed method show the maximum feature value in day 90 which is not observable from time domain features calculation and wavelet transform based features calculation. The maximum feature value in day 90 is also identified in EMD based features calculation results especially in variance and kurtosis features. We assumed that this phenomenon is the onset of slewing bearing fault. Therefore, for question (1), it is proved that the proposed method is able to identify the initial onset of bearing fault consistently as shown in four circular domain features compared to the other methods (see Fig. 17 and Table 6 ).
However, the proposed method is unable to determine the failure degradation trend or progressive deterioration from the identified onset of bearing fault to complete failure. The progressive deterioration is more visible in features calculated from wavelet decomposition particularly in variance, skewness and kurtosis features; and time domain features especially in variance and kurtosis. Therefore, for question (2), the wavelet transform is superior to the other methods (see Fig.   17 and Table 7 ). During the slewing bearing lab experiment, the complete failure is unpredictable.
Sudden burst vibration signal on September 2 nd 2007 is occurred and the test-rig has to be shut down. To be able to discover the severe damage of slewing bearing and clarify the result of the features calculation, the slewing bearing was dismantled for inspection after the test-rig is shut down which is after day 138. Some of the defective regions can be clearly seen in Fig. 20 . Table 6 Comparison methods in identifying the initial onset of damage.
Table 7
Comparison methods in estimating the onset of degradation trend. 
Conclusion
The merit and demerit of the proposed method has been presented with conscionable comparison to the three different methods. In this preliminary research, circular domain features have been shown to be potential condition monitoring parameters in reversible slow speed slewing bearing especially for the identification of the onset of bearing fault that serves as an early warning for preventive maintenance. This information will also be useful as bearing health prognostic tool. In addition, it worth noting that the combination of the proposed method and wavelet transform would be the appropriate method for slewing bearing condition monitoring and prognosis. Others potential circular features such as circular RMS and circular correlation will be investigated in future works.
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Appendix A:
The formula for calculating bearing fault frequencies [44] • Fault frequency of outer ring:
• Fault frequency of inner ring:
• Fault frequency of rolling element:
where IR rpm and OR rpm are the rotational speeds of the inner ring and outer ring. For 1 rpm the value of IR rpm is 1 and the value of OR rpm is 0. d m denotes the mean bearing diameter, d r is diameter of the rolling element and z is number of rolling elements.
Appendix B:
The effect of window size to neighborhood correlation plot
The physical explanation why the right ellipsoid of neighborhood correlation plot will change and switch over is because the number of new data-reduced for a half sinusoidal signal is equal or less than 2. Through this appendix the answer is carried out empirically which also explain the phenomenon in Fig. 3 , Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . Then the selection of window size of 8 in Lab slewing bearing data will be explained. According to the empirical calculation above, the number of samples for a half sinusoidal signal, S can be calculated by:
where, fs is sampling frequency and λ is frequency that trigger the change of ellipsoid orientation.
Introducing an important dimensionless parameter called shifting factor, φ:
where w is the window size. The different pattern of ellipsoid can be identified based on the value of, φ:
if φ > 2, the neighborhood correlation plot will right ellipsoid.
If φ ≤ 2, the neighborhood correlation plot will be left ellipsoid Substitute Eq. (B1) to Eq. (B2) to calculate the shifting factor, φ: 
